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ABSTRACT

Every country has their own strategies and plan in developing and managing the growth of their economy. Likewise in Malaysia, the government is providing subsidies for certain control goods. We are proposing for the development a collaborative system, called Malaysia Petrol Subsidize Authorization (MAPSA) that might help the government to manage effectively the distribution of subsidized goods including petrol. The system starts when the citizens purchased their transport. For each transport purchased, the Road Transport Department (JPJ) will provide one card for one transport containing owner and transport information. By using this card, each transport has a different petrol subsidy quota per month - depending on criteria such as income, type of business and family dependents. These criteria or data is accessible and can be transferred from other government agencies databases such as the Inland Revenue Board of Malaysia (LHDM) and National Registration Department (JPN). The adoption of Open Innovation through the Quadruple Helix Model (Government, Academia, Industry and Citizen) collaborations is deemed required. The proposed collaborative MAPSA will connect relevant government agencies including JPN, JPJ, LHDM; petrol companies and provides access to the citizens through the government cloud computing and "Software-as-a-Service" platform. When all parties work in synchronicity, the multiplier factor of innovation is in creating fair petrol subsidize ecosystem – the desired end result is a better an improved life for the Malaysian citizens.